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2012 Commtmication, the Commission criticized the member states
as being 'slow in adjusting their national legislation ' and often
pursuing 'inward-looking or nationally inspired policies', both of
which hampered the effectiveness of the adopted policy measures
(European Commission 2012d). Nevertheless, the European
Councildecided to set 2014 as the deadline for the fullcompletion
of the internalgas and electricity markets IELlropean Counci12011)
In February 2014, the Commission announced an important mile-
stone in that pursuit when electricity grid operators and power
exchanges from 14 EU member states (Belgium, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, France, Germarly, Austria, UK, Latvia, Lithuania. Luxem
bourg, the Netherlands, Poland, and Sxl,'eden) joined Norway in
inaugurating a pilot project for one-day-ahead mtIFket coupling
IEuropean Commission 2014e) and, as of May 2014, the Commis-
sion was working on a regulation to make the practice of market
coupling binding for all menaber states. Such efforts notwith
standing, the EU in mid-2014 stilllacked the fully integrated elec-
tricity and gas markets that it deems vitalto a functioning internal
energy market; and it remains to be seen whether those markets will
deliver the expected results I,s,,hen they ultimately come to fruition

Chapter 6

Climate Change, Energy
Efficiency, and the Quest to
Expand the Use of Renewable
Energy Sources

In recent years, the Commission increasingly emphasized the
tportance of finding 'cost-efficient ways to make the European

nomy more climate-friendly and less energy-consuming ' (Euro
I)can Commission 2015a). To that end, responsibility for all
limate-related topics previously held by the DG for Environment

s assigned in February 2010 to a DG for Climate Action. In
1)14, Connie Hedegaard, then Commissioner for Climate Action,
.ted that the ambition of the EU member states in realizing these

targets should serve as a motivation for other countries to similarly
m for environment-friendly economic growth IHedegaard 2014)

Hedegaard's comments are indicative of how climate actions st.and
t the crossroads of internaland externalpolicymaking. It is internal

insofar as it relates to the regulation of energy efficiency standards
.and the promotion of renewal)le energy' forms in the EU. The
xternal dimension applies to the EU's international obligations
nd its claim to fame as a united politicalforcc on the world stage

The EU's cxternalclimate policy agenda was clearly driven by the
entry into force of the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) in March 1994 (Oberthiir and P.alle-

aerts 2010). The Convention 'sets an overallframework for inter-
governmental efforts to tackle the challenge posed by climate
change ' (UNFCCC 1994) and has since been ratified by 195 coun-
tries (UNFCCC 2015). We identified climate change policies as
multidimensiona] (see Chapter 1) precisely because the goals set
within its coTitext arc un.lchieval)le without specific internal regula.
lions, particularly increases in efficiency, reductions in the use of
carbon-intensive fuels, and international reciprocity.

6
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Although there existed a generalconsensus in the EU on the need
for action to mitigate globalwarming during the carly clays of the
EU's climate policy, the policy process was dominated by differ-
ences between the EU member states on the appropriate instruments.
These differences resulted in the member states' inability to adopt
binding targets for the participating countries: 'The lack of clear
mitigation commitments in the UNFCCC resulted in the failure to
estab[ish effective GHG mitigation po]icles at the EU ]eve] [...]'
IOberthiir and Pa1lem;lefts 2010: 53). Today, the EU understands
Itself very much as an international agend;l-setter in the area.
According to the DG for Climate Action (European Clolllnaission
20140), the EU has I)een a 'driving force in intern.ltional negotia-
tions on climate change ' and has made a major contribution
towards a new globalclimate agreement. It has since changed that
description, now placing itself 'at the forefront of international
llegotiations for a new global climate agreement ' IEuropean
Commission 2015b). Despite this slight change, opposing voices,
especially among scientists, cnlphasizc th.3t the EU is losing its
mp;lct in global climate change negotiations. Indeed, there has
been a notable lack of progress since the United Nations Climate
Change Conference met in Bali in 2007 and adopted measures
aimed at reaching a binding agreement to succeed the Kyoto
Protocol by its Copenhagen Summit meeting in late 2009 (known
.s the Bali Roadmap; UNT)P 2008, UNFCCC 2007). Progress has

since been slow and convoluted. The Copenhagen Sun)n)it failed to
deliver on its promise. The resulting Copenhagen Accord produced
neither a legaltreaty nor a target year for peaking emissions, illus-
trating 'a worrying trend ' IFcrnandcz Martin 2012: 193) that the
EU was losing its status as an envtronmentalchamplon.

This chapter provides a st.atc-of-the-art snapsllot of current EU
climate policies and future goals by examining the EU's measures to
increase the share of its renew.able energy sources, to strengthen
energy efficiency, and to introduce new technologies and materials
such as carbon c.apture and storage ICCS), nuclear' fusion, large-
;calc wind, and concentrated solar power (CSP) plants.

November 1997 IEuropean Commissioll 19971. This initiative
ils based on three arguments. First, replacing fossil energy

ices should contribute to reducing carbon dioxide emissions
llting from the use of oil, nett.iran g.3s, and coal. Second,
leasing the share of renewable energy was expected to reduce

llc Community's clepenclence on energy imports from other noun
ies 1))- utilizing domestically availat)le sources of energy for dec
icity generation. Third, by promoting renewable energy sources,

I)c demand for innovation should be increased, strengthening the
iolla] economy and providing new employment opportunities

llowes 2010) (i.e. introduce a new industrial age commonly
:ferred to either as a green or low-carbon ccononlyl. According
the Commission, rene\Nrdble energy sources were 'unevenly and
;ufficiently exploited in the European Union ' (Eui'opean

(lommissiorl 1997). Therefore, the White Paper set the goal of
.loubling the share of energy provided by renewable sources to
2% by 2010. In so doing, the Commission laid the groundwork

for a cause--effect policy model (increased use renevt'ailes equates
reduced GHG output) that would serve as the basis for its

l:uture climate change policies and lead to multiple rotlnds of
:reasmg renewable targets IEuropean Commission 2008a, b,

1011a-c, 2013f)
In Nlarch 2006, the European Councilpointcd to the need of

;signing the EU a leading role in combating climate charlge and
lskcd the Commission to develop an action plan on how to
pron)ote renewable energies in the long term. In so doing, climate
change w.]s used as a political tool to centralize energy-related
issues traditionally restricted to the sole authority of the indi.
virtual nlcmbcr states. This is also reflected in the Relzezpa&/e

E/?orgy Road Ma/) (European Commission 2007ml, which
emphasized the value of renewable energy sources for a sustain-
ab[e future: 'Thee [renewab[e energy ' sources] are ]arge]) indige
nous, they do not rely on uncertain projections on the future
.availability of fuels, and their predominantly decentralised
nature makes our societies less vulnerable ' (European Conlmis
siam 2007m)

Based on these assumptions, tile Commission proposed in .January
2008 its 20-20-20 targets (European Commission 2008a, b), which
included: (a) increasing the share of renewable energy in total EU
:nergy consullaption to 20%, and the share of biofuels in transport
to a binding minimum target of 10%; (blcutting greenhouse gas

Increasing the share of renewable energy sources
One of the first initiatives concerning the promotion of the share
of renewable energy sources was the Commission's White Paper
E}7erg) for {be FltTlfl'e= Rcneuabie So frees of Energ) issued iT\
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emissions by at least 20% (below 1990 levels); and (c) reducing
energy consumption by 20%. In order to achieve the overal120%
target in the renewables sector, Directive 2009/28/EC of 23 April
on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources
IEP/Counci12009djrequired the member states to adopt national
action plans indicating the measures intended to realize the
Commission's goals. However in a clear indication of the peren
dal problem of harmonizing member-state interests, particularly
I rel.anon to their nationa] energy, the individual targets each

member state had to fulfilvaried substantially, ranging from 10%
in Nlalt.lto 49% in Sweden IEP/Counci12009d: Annex tl. Figure
6.1 lists the national overall targets for the share of energy from
renewal)le sources in gross finalconstimption of energy for 2020,
and compares these to the share of renewables in consumption it
2004 and 2013. As the data shows, substantialchanges are still
required in France, Germany, and the United Kingdom, three of
Europe's most important industrial economies.

In order to increase the share of renewable energy in energy
consumption, the Commission collsistently draws specialattention
to the transport sector. The Renewable Energy Road Map IEuropean
Commission 2007m) called for not only a general increase
renew.lbles but also an overall reduction in annual fossil fuel
consumption, by over 250 N'hoc, by 2020. Touching upon allthree
dimensions of the energy policy typology, it described the advan
rages of replacing fossilfuels in terms of, for example, a reduced
dependence on imports from non-EU countries (external), new
investment opportunities in the renexx'able energy sector jinternal),
decreased CO. emissions, i\nd improved air quality Imultidimen
sionall. However especially with regard to the Commission's goal
to increase the amount of biofuels in transport, conflicting interests
between a wide range of actors, including scientists and politicians,
prevented sustained success. The central scientific critique (e.g. IEA
2008, OFID 2009) emphasized that the production of biofuels
ncg.atively affects other industry sectors, such as agriculture, private
olisLunption, and health. Allother argument raised against biofuels

Is that they were not necessarily more environment-friendly than
fossil fuels, because of the huge amount of energy necessary to
produce them, which could, and probably does, potentially incrc.asc
CO. emissions rather than reduce them (Howarth et al. 2009,
Pimenteland Pimente12007: 269).

F\Rule 6.\ Nations! targets foT tbe share ofenergy front
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In response to these critiques, the EU passed Directive 2009/28/
EC (EP/Council 2009d) 'to ensure jonlyl the use of sustainable
biofuels' that 'generate a clear and net GHG saving without negative
Impact on biodiversity and land usc ' (Eurostat 2015el. Thus, it
raised the target for the share of renewable energy in transport from
5.75% by 2010 (EP/Coulici12003a) to a minimum of 10% in every

.ember state by 2020. In contrast to the ovcrallUnion-wide target
for the share of renewal)le energy sources, which led to individual
targets in each member state, the share of biofucls in the transport
sector was uniformly set for all member states. The Commission
justihed this by the fact that biofuels, .although unevenly produced
across the Union, could be acquired easily from those so endowed
(EP/Counci12009d).

In 2011, the Commission went even further, c.3lling for the
elimination of conventionally fuelled cars in Europeall cities by
2050 in its White Paper on Transport (European Commission
2011c). However in order to limit land conversion for the produc-
tion of biofuels, the Commission pul)lished a proposalin 2012 for
a directive amending Directive 98/70/EC and 2009/28/EC, limiting
the share of energy from food-based I)iofucls -- meaning those
produced from 'cerealand other starch rich crops, sugars and oil
crops' -- to 5% {European Commission 2012b). While unique in
their use of land, targets in the biofucls sector thus exemplify one
of the main complications in achieving climate change t.lrgets: that
the practicalfungibility of carbon-rich fossilfuelresources is ques
tionable when one considers the full impact of their use on the
environment.

An analysis of biofuel penetration in the EU's transportation
sector reveals a mixed bag of uneven success (Figures 6.2 and 6.3).
While the share of renewable energy in fuelconsumption in the
transport sector has risen (Eurostat 2014) since 2004, Europe's
road to increased use of biofuels has been disproportionate among
its members (Figure 6.2). In 2004, the average biofucls market
share in the EU was onlv 1.0%. but rose to 2.8% in 2007, and
theta to 5.1% in 2012. While the percentages of market penetra-
tion are not high in absolute terms, the growth rates have been
ubstantial where biofuels have fountl a reliable position in the

Enarkct. Between 2004 and 2012. the share in Sweden rose from
3.8% to 12.6%, and in the UK it grew from 0.2% to 3.7%. This
growth has not been the case everywhere, and there has even been
a decline in some countries in recent years. In Cyprus, for example,

Figure (-.2 EU28 renewable enefg) share in fuel consbimptiott b)
flallsPort {2004 a12d 2012)
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there were virtually no biofuels on the market in 2004. Their share
f)eaked at 2.0% lust five years later in 2009, but then dropped
again to jilin 201
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Figure 6.3 t ' lima y hydroelecfffciy prod ction share of electrics!
ctzergy auailabie fot $tza! consumption in {be EU (2012}

Cyprus I
Malta

clergy demand. Hydropower vc'as the source of approximately
16% of global electricity generation in 2011, and the EU27

)nsunled approximately 9% of the world's hydroelectricity
uropean Commission 20141: 16, IEA 2012: 7). In 2012,

!U-based hydropower facilities constituted 15.6% of all
U-installed electricity capacity (almost 149 GW) and almost

16% of aloof its renewal)le sources of electricity at 366 TWh, an
)utput level that has held fairly steady since 1990 (European

nlmission 20141: 88--90). Ag.ain, analysis of the data reveals a
litige difference I)etwccn the member states, with some producing

hydropower at all, while others such as Austria that in 2012
ier-aced almost 70% of its electricity froth hydroelectric sources

figure 6.3)
H.yclropower is a vital anti reliable source for countries such as

;\ustria. Latvia. .and Sweden. However. it is oflittle use to a cotmtry

short supply of flowing water, such as Malta or Cyprus. More-
F.urope's total hydroelectric capacity is relatively small when

tp.fired g]oba]]y. The world's ]argest pro(]ucer of hydroelectric
I)ower is China, which generated 699 T'Wh in 2011, or 19.6% of
the world's total production that year followed by Brazil's 428
I'Wh and Canada's .376 TWh. Together with the United States' 345
I'Wh, those four producers generated over 50% of the world's
llydroelectric power (IEA 2013a: 19).

Beside its focus on biofuels and hydropowcrj the Commission
)nsidcrs wind power [o tlc a highly promising renewable energy

source. The 'wind power industry is a rapidly growing industry in
.he EU, making up 'arourld one third of allinstalled electricity gen-

ating capacity in the EU ' since 2000 IEuj'opean Commission
2014p). According to })rojections by the Commission, in coopera-

n with the Et,iropean Wind Energy Association (EWEA), given
.efficient support from alllevels, 'onshore wind willbe the largest
pntributor to meeting the 34% share of renewable electricity

deeded by 2020 in the EU, as envisaged by the 2009 Directive:
IEWEA 2009: 6). Unsurprisingly, in order to realize this goal,
EWEA logically calls for long-term EU investment in related tech-
nology and policy research, such as the North Seas Offshore Elec.
tricity Grid INSOG) (see Chapter SI

Similar to other renewable technologies, wind power technology
not free from questions. There are serious dis-advantages and

negative externalities as well. The most important ones include the
mreliability of wind speeds, the high costs of related infrastructure,
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In addition to biofuels, the Commission sees significant poten-
11 in hydropower (and particularly small hydropower systems)

to optimize electricity production and react to fluctuations
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and the resulting environmental impacts, for example, from the
removalof vegetation in places where plants are being built. Also
relevant are the negative effects on the living conditions of popul-
ations located in the vicinity of wind famas, particularly noise and
visual pollution, and reduced property values. The Commission
recently emphasized that in order to continually increase the share
of electricity generated from wind power in EU consumption, wind
turbines have to move offshore. In eflrly 2014 wind farms tmder
construction were poised to add another 4,900 MW to the EU's
overall installed u,ind power capacity. In the first six months of
2014 alone. more than 220 uc\xr offshore xl.,ind turbines \N,,crc

nstalled, with a combined capacity of 781 M\M. and another 310
were a'ivaiting connection to the grid IEWEA 20i41. Despite these
latest efforts. however. offshore wind farms have as yet contributed
ery little to meeting the EU's energy demands (T2able 6.1), and

given both the enormous investments required to build up wind
energy resources and the long-term impact of forcing generators to
overproduce electricity to ensure grid stability, there remains serious
skepticism about their long-term economic viability. As Table 6.1
shows, wind energy generated only 205.8 TWh of gross electrical
energy in the EU, or roughly a quarter of dll'enewable-based elec-
tricity, in 2012. M.eanwhile, renewables accounted ovcrallfor only
a quarter of the EU gross electricity generation, while nuclear power
accounted for little more tharp another quarter. .Just under half came
from conventionalthermal sources, including 18.7% from natural
gas and .mother 27.4% from hard copland lignite.

This continued concentration of carbon-rich fuels in the EU's
energy mix reveals the limited progress made by the member sttltes
.)n the climate change front when it comes to power production.
While the usc of coalacross the Union has certilinly declined since
1990(from 39%), as did the share of nuclear (dowll from 30.6%),

ld rene\h,'ables have largely taken their place lup from lust 12.6%),
severalmember states, including some of the most adamantly pro-
environment such as Germany, colltinue to rely heavily on coal.
Indeed, the mix of energy resources used for electricity generation
varies significantly across the Union IFigure 6.4). For ex.ample, in
2013, both Austria (60.5%l and Latvia (62.5%l gencratec] more
than half of their electricity production using hydropower. However
htllf of Slovakia's (55.3%) and Belgium's ISI.3%) electricity came
from nuclear power stations, which also accounted for 75.5% of
France's electricity generation. Meanwhile, Malta lt00%l and

table 6.1 .EU28 gross e/ecrric/ y pl'odz/cfion, 2072 r/}z

TWb

Renewal)lcs

Wind 205.8

98.7

H.yclropower

Geothermal

366.4

.8

Biom

Solar

Tidal/Wave

149 .4
0.5

71.0

Nuclear

C( )riven clonal tllernlal

26.8

49.0

27.4

882.4

1,6 '14 . '1
901.8

(;ages

Solid };eels

Petrole:

18. 614.7

72.5

liotal

Non-RES \Mastcs .the: o .7
I oo .o

25.1

295.2

he total figure for renewables of 798.7 is that quoted in the EU report. H
:he actualsum of the individual totals is actually 798.9.

Enrol)ean Commission(20141; 911

Cyprus 95.8%l rely almost exclusively on oil-fired power stations
for their electricity.

Part of the problem in achieving the ambitious targets adopted in
Brussels stems from the fact that the Commission can neither

mandate the actualenergy mix of resources used in the production
of electricity in its member states nor can it manage the exploration

id development of its own energy resources. Unlike the world's
other major energy prods.tcei-s and consunlcrs, the EU has no
:entrally managed public lands upon which it can coordinate
offshore drilling or mining -- a fact that greatly cornplic;hes the
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Figure 6.4 Breakdowt} of electricity gelteration by soltrce
2013 ritz %J

was operating at 40% of capacity jbioethanol hovered between
S0% and 60%l, adding that the 'unused capacity ' indicates 'that
there is sufficient conversion capacity available for sevcralycars to
ome ' (ECOFYS et al. 2012: iv). One reason for the failure to

,ubstantively increase the share of biofuels in the European transport
arket is that while the EU leadership sets targets for biofuels and

lcgislates fuel-blend percentages in the consumer market, it simply
,t control how much the member states will invest in the

:quisite infrastructures. Despite all its achievements, the EU
mains constrained by its own design
So how does the EU plan to meet its ambitious goals? How will

ensure policy coherence across the member states? The Commis
:ertainly is aware of the challenges responsible for the insuffi

ient growth of the renewables sector and plans to compensate for
them through increased investment in research and development

ld the distribution of revenues from the trade of emissions allow
:es IEuropean Commission 2013d: 7). Sonic obstacles, howeverj

ill remain insurmount.lyle without the full cooperfttion and
)mitment of the member states, x-.,hick retain sole responsil)ility

key decisions about invcstinents, licensing, and resource mixes.
.\ccording to the Commission, progress in removing these barriers
has been mediocre at best. and some member states have not even
.iddrcsscd the w.Jy in which they intend to make the necessary

to !'ills .

In the event that EU law continues not be implemented correctly,
rhe Commission cali be expected to launch infringement proceed

igs against the respective member states, \x,mich it did in 20]3
[ow .]rds Belgium and Estonia (MEMO/13/470) and Italy and Spain
MEMO/13/820), each of which was requested to ensure fullcomp
li.luce with Directive 2009/28/EC. Likewise. the Commission
:ferred Poland and Cyprus to the European Court of Justice for
)t correctly enacting the Renewable Energy ' Directive (IP/13/259)
The onus, however, cannot entirely be placed upon the member

;t.]tes. It would be remiss not to critically discuss the efforts initi
ttcd at the politicallevel to increase the share of rene'K\-able energy
)urges in EU's overall energy mix. Renewables are expected to

reduce import dependence and mitigate the risk of future oilprice
;hooks. However they simply are not predictable as an electricity
source, at least in comparison to any fossil fuel. As one distinguished
energy economist describes it, the costs resulting from this insecu
rity are immense IHelm 2012)
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coordination of policies, particularly with respect to increasing or
reducing domestic fossil fuel production. Yet even if the EU could
centrally control national energy' mixes, mining, and exploration
activities, there is no guarantee that it could overcome allthe other
)bstacles associated with those activities, or prevail over the
complex set of politicaland economic interests of the many actors
(see Chapter 4) involved the EU's energy sector. Hence, despite the
progress in some areas, the overalltrends in the renewallle sector
have to be assessed cautiously.

Based on a conservative evaluation, the share of renexl.'able energy
sources is projected to decline in comparison to other energy sources
because economic crises, administrative and infrastructural barriers,
policy shifts, and support-scheme disruptions repeatedly hamper
nvestment in the sector IECOFYS et a1. 20 12). For example, produc-

tion capacities in the biofuels market have been insufficiently
exploited in recent years, reducing the impetus for further investment
As one related report notes, in 2012, biofuelproduction in the EU
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The EUk efforts to strengthen energy efficiency
Increasing energy efficiency as a means to reduce growth in

)nsumption, particularly, but not exclusively, in terms of elec-
tricity, is a fundamental component of EU energy policy. At the
macro scale, energy efficiency is measured as energy intensity, which
[neasures the energy consumption of an economy by dividing the
gross inland energy consumption (coal, electricity, oil, naturalgas,
and renewable energy sources) I)y gross domestic product {GDP).
Energy intensity (EI) relates inversely to energy efficiency: the lower
the intensity, the marc efficient is an economy's consumption
of energy.

Total energy intensity clccreased in all EU28 countries between
1995 and 2012 (Figure 6.5). Yet, while the EU ;ls a whole reduced
the energy intensity of its economy I)y an average of 1.65% per
eat, individual mcmber states' performances varied significantly.

Energy intensity dcclinec] annually for Host member states
IFigure 6.6), O]] average between 1% and 4% je.g. UK (-2.6%),
Germany j-1.7%l, and France j--1.1%)I, but hardly declined at all
in a few le.g. Austria l--0.7%land Italy(0.58%)I, and two, Romania
.lnd Lithuania, saw- substantialreductions. Averaging figures in this
manner also conceals occaslonalannualincreases in energy intensity.
Such was the case for many member states that saw their Elincrease
in 2010 from the previous yc.lq a phenomenon linked to the
:conomic crisis of the preceding years an(] the subsequent recovery

(Bosseboeuf et al. 20131
The Commission reg.ands the increase of energy efficiency as a

central mechanism to realize its overall energy policy goal of
comprehensive energy security (sustainability, energy supply secu-
rity, and competitiveness). Tllis has been quite explicitly reflected in
the Commission's proposals of the last decade. Already in 2000, the
Commission had published an action plan to reduce the amount of
energy consumed in the Community (European Clommission
2000b) and in Jtlne 2005, the Commission published the Glee/z
Paper orz fnerg) E/7ic/e/zcy (Europeitn Commission 2005).
According to that plan, the EU could reduce energy consumption
I)y 20%, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and dependence on
energy imports, and create jobs in the renewable energy sector. The
Commission then asked stakeholclcrs interested in particip;ititlg in
the policy process to submit their positions in the course of an open

nsultation. In so doing, the Comlllission hoped to identify how it

f'igurc r..5 E/rergy intemszr) rETJ or fbe econom) 2000 ps. 20Z2.
3asc 19( 5 = 100; g oss itllatld conslintPilon ofenergy diufded by

(;DP {kg of oi! eqnia e zt per 1,000 UURj}
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F\Bute G.6 F.}iergy intetlsit', clL'erase tll11tldt cbCltlge (199S--2012) :tificates for all buildings exceeding 50 m: at their time of
.onstruction, sale, or rent, and even considered applying those

lsures to buildings tmder m.ajar renovation (European Commis-
2005: 21ff). A second measure that concerned lighting worked

)[[the premise that energy-saving light bull)s would use signific.]ntly
energy than standard ones (ibid: 221, a view that was supported

t:wo meetings held by the Ecodesign Regulatory Committee in
08. The latter resulted in c.Ills for a draft regulation on how to
lprove energy efficiency in hottseho]ds and ]ed the Commission to

clopt t'vu'o additional regulations requiring the eventual, total
I)base-ot.tt of the incandescent light t)ulb in Europe and replacing it
w,ith energy-saving alternatives by the cnd of 2012 1Europcan
(commission 2009b, c; see Chi\pier 4). The Commission also

oposed certain requirements for ]leatiilg, cooling, and electric
-tol's in households. Fillally, referring to the growth in the number
private cars anclmotorcycles on European ro.)ds ja I)y-product of

l;urope's econoillic success), it identified one of its most important
.Is moving ahead was to .achieve substantial savings in the fuel
gumption of vehicles, hence reducing overall energy consume
and CO, emissions in tht tr.ansport sectorjEurope;In Commis-

ion 2005: 23)
The action plan of 2006 (European Commission 2006b) identi

;d further areas in which to save energy. In addition to reducing
lsumption in the construction and the tr.ansport sectors, the

onlmission proposed:

Lithuania
Slova kia

Poland

Latvi
Estonia

Bulgaria
Ireland

United }<ingdom

Sweden

R

Czech Republic

Belgium
Netherlands

France
Malta

Cyprus
Spain

Portugal
Austria

ly
G

=
to generally develop guidelines on improving energy end-use
efficiency in allscctors;
to better inform consunicrs on efficiency standards in order to
transform the market;
to offer economic incentives for energy efficiency investments,

;pecially for smalland medium cnterprises=
to review the modes of energy taxation currently ap})lied;
and to establish international partnerships in order to t'mise

awareness of the issue worldwide 3Dc] promote the usc of energy
fficient technologies outside the EU

Based on Eurostat {2014f, g) d;

could overcome existing obstacles in order to maximize savings,
and sought recommendations on how efficiency improvements
:oul(t I)e made in a cost-effective manner.

The Commission envisaged huge potentialin the t)uildings sector
bs here it expected to s.]ve energy by introducing energy performance

These suggestions were reflected in the Commission's Cotnnlunica
don on Energy E/zergy 2020 -- .4 Sfrzz&eg)f 6or Co//7pef/f/ue, S//sra in-
1/)/e a/?d Seczfre Ene/g)/ IEuropean Commission 2010a), which
tlctailed the ways in whicllthe Commission planned to transition to
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a resource-efHcient econoinv. The conn)lunication idcntihed the
need to streamline efforts to address inadequate progress in key
energy policy areas such as the fragmentation of the intcrnalenergy
market, insufficient security of internal energy supplies, and the
disappointing nature of the member st.aces' National Energy Effi-
ciency Action Plans INEEAPsl. The Commission further highlighted
four priority areas that, if managed and implemented correctly,
could result in €1,000 of .annual energy s.avings per European
llousehold (Europe.an Commission 2010a: 8). These included effi-
ciency cnhanccmctits in the buildings and transport sector, indus-
trial energy tnanagement, overall energy supplies, and an annual
review mechanism for the .aforementioned NEEAPs. The biggest
energy-saving potentialwas foreseen in the buildings and transport
sectors, u,hile the main thrust of iml)rovemcnts in the industrialand
services sector were to be made through the strict implclitcntation
of eco-design recluiremcnts for energy-illtensive goods. pleasures to
nprove trans})ort sustainability and reduce the dependence on
rude oil \x,ere described at length in .]n 3clditional Commission

White Paper entitled, Road/77czp to a Sflzg/e E//z'oped// T}'a/zsPort
Area Tol Bras a Competitive and Rasa!!rce Ef$c ent 'rraTls{)ort
Syste/7z IEuropean Commission 201 lc), which outlined 40 initia
fives expected to lead to a 'reduction of at least 60% of GHGs by
2050 with respect to 1990' in the transport sector .alone (European
Commissiorl 2011c: 3).

Fhe Commission expected further progress on irs Energy E/fi-
fe/zcy /'/a/z 201 I (European Corntnission 2011(]), which was

formulated in line with the EU's target of a 20% improvemelat in
energy efficiency and the 2020 Energy Strategy (European Commis-
sion 2010al. Therefore, it proposed a new clircctivc on energy effi-

ency in june 2011 (European Commission 2011e). While the
Commissioner for Climate Action, Connie Hedegaard, cntphasizccl
rhc dircctivc's im})ortancc for tackling climate change (EurActiv
2011). a wave of criticism arose from environmentalists over the
possibility for mcntl)er states to opt out of the efficiency measures.
\rticle 6(1) of the proposal dealt x-.,ith the energy-efficiency obliga-
tion schemes and .allowed the member states to set up thor own
schemes that shout(] 'ensure that either allenergy distributors or all
retailenergy sales comp.lnies operating ' in the respective country's
tcrritor}, 'achieve annual energy s.avings equal to 1.5% of the
energy sales, [)y vo]unle ' in rc]ation to the previous year. Neverthe-
less, energy used in transport was excluded from the proposal

1..uropcan Commission 2011d: 20), and member states were
allowed 'to take other nlcasures to achieve energy savings among

llcustomers' (ibid: 21).
Environment;\lists were outraged. Organizations such as Friends of

the Earth and the Climate Action Network argued that the directive
IS 'sct up to fail' (EurActiv 2011) because the measures proposed

not designed to enable the EU to tweet its 20% energy-efficiency
rget. Ultimately, the Energy Efficiency Directive, as it became

l~ttown, was adopted and entered into force on 4 December 2012
ll:P/Counci120121. The metal)er states had to implement most of
Elle provisions clccided u})on b} 5 .June 2014 and submit their
Nl\tional Energy Efficiency Action Plans (NEEAI's) I)y 30 April

14. Despite the widespread criticism from environmentalists, the
}t)bon to apply individualmeasures to realize energy-saving targets
.'nlained in the (directive. I)ut i\s consolation. the Commission
:pressed its intention to propose further legislation in the event

lint the EU failed to realize clear-cut reductions in energy consump-
EurActiv 2012)

In April 2011, the (:omnlission proposed to ovcrhaulexisting
lc'gislation on the taxation of energy prods.lets IEuropean Clouncil
!003) in order to 'promote energy efficiency and consumption
If more environnientatly friendly products and to avoid distor-
ions of competition in the Single Market ' (European Commis-

{ioil2011f, k: 11. The 2011 proposalincluded concrete
lxation levels stable 6.2), which would have become applicable

It the start of January 2013. U hen the proposal's text was
.]optcd by the EP during its first reading in April 2012, and

Tall)le G2. Frat)oled }llinitn!{ t !et,els ofettelgty tucation at)pticable

For the purposes ot motor fi.i(
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lltrfore it came under debate in the Council, thee'e was good
.lson for optinaism that the rules could be reformed. When the

il began to debate the proposal in June 2012, though, it
I)ccame clear that the road to any energy tax reform would I)e
.low at best. Noting that further work was needed on a number
.f issues, including, among others, minimum tdx rates on prod
:ts and electricity land those used in agriculture), ETS appli

.il)le installations, and how to tax biofuels. the Cot.incil nlerelv
ited the incoming Irish Presidency, to continue the dcl)ate. The

(lot.tncil continued to debate the legislation (in .June 2013 and
tg.lin in .June 2014), but I)ecausc directives related to energy
lxation recluire unanimity in the Council, the new measures did

itot survive. The Commission withdrew its proposal in Xf arch
!015 IEt-iropean Parliament 201SI, and it remains to t)e seen
,aether an ovcrhaulof the energy taxation directive willever be
tlopted
llladdition to the legislation on energy taxation, the (;ortlmission

ipports access to other means of financing energy efficiency. Both
the F.uropcan Investment Bank and the European Bank for Recon
itruction ar)d Developnlcnt offer relevant financial schemes, as do
he Cohesion I'olicy Funds (2014-2020), the EU Framework

I'rogramme for Research, innovation Horizon 2020 (2014--2020),
ld tile European Energy Efficiency Fund
Despite the obvious advantages of reducing energy consumption

lor the environment. some critics claim that the introduction of
:nergy-efficiency standards might, paradoxica]]y, ]ea(] to an increase

inclustrialemissions. They argue that such measures ultimately
id to 2\n increase in cnlissions (Breakthrough Institute 2011). The

logic behind their reasoning is that the else of energy-efficient appli
:cs increases coiisuiners' disposable income by lowering the
)tmt and cost of energy consumed. Consequentlys consumers

an and do usc their additional disposable income to buy other
goods and services, thus boosting rather than reducing demand.

he sut)sequent increase in the production of goods needed to meet
mat higher dcilland then leads to an increase in emissions. Allthings
I)ong equal, this logic helps explain why automobile use increases
us efficiency standards bccot-ne stricter over time. To b.dance this

.lrgumcnt (and its obvious neg.ltivc implications for the environ
ments, the Commission believes that it is necessary to change its
itizcns' (energy) consumption habits, which in turn explains why

the EU puts so much effort into public aw.areness campaigns.
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Case study: The EU emissions trading regime 1010 jlliA 2012: 9), proved to bc an open wound. It was not as
llough the EU wasn't dire.ldy using its internal-market powers to
elin emissions from automobiles {circ;l 12% of totalEU emis
)ns in 2009). Tt did in fact establish mandatory automobile

missions targets in 2009 (EP/Cotmcil 2009e), and would later
!013) .]dd rules to monitor cnlissions from new passenger c-lrs
uropcan Commission 2013a). However, the realchallengc was

iitckling -lir travel, foremost because of the politically contentious
lture of incorporating treasured national airlines into the

As far as the Conamission was concerned. the aviation sector
w.IS insufficiently reducing emissions to offset increases in

tmercialair traffic(European Commission 2006c, IPCC 1999)
id merited inclusion in the EU-ETS. Thus, beginning in 2005.

rhe Commission initiated stakeholder consultations on when and
how it could fit the aviation sector into its emissions trading
\creme. The levelof response, including inputs from 198 org.3niz-

)ns and more than 5,000 individuals IEuropcan Commission
!005a), as welles the intensity of the debate that ensued, high
ligllts the ' wide-ranging effect of the EU's internal-market mecha-

isms. Logically, European airline associations worried about
:heir bottom line and strongly opposed the measure IAEA 20061,

d member states could hardly ignore the industry's and their
:mployces' interests. Some 3,000 enterprises opcratiilg
f.grope's aviation industry employed circa 400,000 pco})lc and
uener;ttcd €30 billion of added value in 2006 (Eurostat 2009). By
[)ecember 2006, the Commission had he.arc]enough to forma\]]y
I)ring aviation under the EU-ETS umbrella (European Commie

2006c). After two years of difficult negotiations, the EP and
Councilfinally agreed to a directive (2008/101/EC) to include the
;ector starting in 2012, .lnd auction 15'%, of the permits IEP/
Counci12008). Europe-an airlines criticized the lllove as unafford
lyle (EurActiv 2008), but they were not the only ones .affected.

The new rules also applied to non-European airlines flying to or
from [hc EU. Once the C.IEU subsequentl) rejected demands for
exclusion by US airlines ICourt of Justice of the European Union
2011, 2012al, on the grotmds that inclusion of international
aviation in the EU-ETS was comp.atible with internatioilallaw,
:he EU-ETS crossed over from the internal to external energy
policy dimension. This scclaaingly unintended turn of events

U-ETS

Almost a decade before the Intergovernmental Panelon Climate
Change jlPCCI preseiitcd irrefutable evidence that human
conomic activity was directly linked to increased concentrations

of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere jlPCC 2007), the EU was
aspiring to lead the fight against glob)al warming- As early as
1998, the Commission outlined unilateral steps to fully imple
ment its obligations unclcr the 1997 Kyoto Protocol (European
Commission 1999). In 2001, after consulting a broad range of
stakeholders (Europe.an Commission 2000a), it proposed to
establish an emissions trading scheme (European Commission
2001a), xxhich sparked almost two years of contentious debate
over whether to make the system m;\ndatory or voluntary, wllich
emissions to include, and whether and how to auction alloxx,andes,
finally agreeing on a volunt.lry auction system with the optional
ac[usion of other sectors and greenhouse gases (EP/Council

2003d, 2004).
Under these new rules, the LUIS sought to decrease emissions by

8% from 1990 levels by the planned second trading period (2008--
20121, and member states were also required to submit National
Action Plans (NAPS) identifying the necessary quantity of free allo-
ations to be granted to national energy and industrial sectors.

Unfortunately, those NAI's proved to be substantially u,ide of the
mark, resulting in a collapse of the m.lrket in 2007. The EU tweaked
the system through a series of consult.ations and subsequent reforms,
before and after the second trading period, including replacing
national registries with a single Union Registry tracking verified
emissions, ownership, and purchases and sales of allowances (Euro-
pean Commission 2013m; see also European Commission 2010).
The single registry did not solve the problem of overestimating the
number of annual national allocations required and, thus, by the
beginning of the third trading period, the EU market was flooded
with allowances that depressed })ricks and reduced the effectiveness
.f the trading scheme.

While overestimating emissions requirements proved to be
thorn in the side of the Commission's plans to establish an effi-
ciently functioning carbon market, the original exclusion of the
transportation sector, which according to the Internationa)
Energy Agency produced circa 22% of worldwide emissions in
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resulted in the Commission temporarily deviating from the ETS
[)irective in November 2012 in order to seek a g]oba]agreement

the regulation of aviation enusslons (European Comrtaission

Altogether, it took a little over a decade, but the EU developed a
carbon market that covers a substantial proportion of the Union's
GHG emissions. albeit a dysfunctional one that continues to be
beset by oversuppl). Allocated emissions' derivatives actively trade
in London and Frankfurt. The glaring we.3kness of an oversupply of
emissions allowances in the EU-ETS depressing prices and reducing
;omc of the environmental imp.act hoped for by its most ardent
proponents, must be balanced by the fact that the majority of EU
membcr statcs successfully reduced their emissions between 2003
and 2011 (see Figure 6.7)

Finally, it must be noted that the emissions trading scheme is not
the only game in tOWn. The EU allows its industry to use a I)undle
of measures to reduce overallemissions, including nab(.)nal meds
fires such as [he .Joint Implementation lvlechanism IJIXt and the
Clean Development Nlcchanism {CDM) (see, e.g. Freestone and
Streak 20051. This multi-vector approach altai,vs EU companies to
avoid expensive short-term invcstmcnts w'bile concurrently
strengthening the competitiveness of domestic branches, and
thereby avoid negatively affecting the internationalcompetitivcness

f its own emission-intensive sectors IKreutler 20141
The EU Emissions Tr.ading Scheme IEU-ETSI is a demonstration

of how the Commission has applied internal-market mechanisms to
balance sustainability and security of supply. It directly .affects the
bottom line of power generators, the industrialsector and the avia
tian sector. As a case. it has additional.added value because its exist.
ence is central to EU plans to address climate change {the
nultidimensional realnal and enhance energy sustainability. By

raising the cost of burning fossil fuels, the market serves a similar
purpose as a carbon tax - a long sought after but yet unfulhlled,
goalof the Commission (see Chapter 31. Importantly, however the
EU-ETS is not a tax, but rather .] market that provides a profit-
based incentive for affected companies to reduce their carbon. In
other words, heavy fossil-burning companies now pay for the right
to pollute. A single allowance equals the right to emit one tonne of
carbon dioxide ICO,) or the equivalent amount of the Rvo more
dangerous Gags, nitrous oxide IN0,1 and perfluorocarbons

2012a)
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(PFCs). If a company uses fewer allowances than it owns. it cilll
either save the renlaindcr for future use or sellthein to others lv}.i
well-established marketsl. This allows for a supple,--demand-drift'ti
reduction of emissions. It awards those who modernize and allows
heavy polluters to buy their way out of refurbishing their facilitic-\.
Hlowevcr it also provides an im})ortant item in the EU's supraii.t
tionalpolicy toolbox, whereby heavy fines can be imposed on tho\c
who cio not surrender enough allowances to cover their emissioit\.
the EU-ETS.

Now in its third T)ermtltation, the EU-ETS has faced seriott\
.bstacles since its inception, the most important of which was the

lack of harmonized standards across the Union that led to miscal
ulations, price volatility, and a market collapse. Introduced ili

2003 (and entering into force in 2005), with the objective to
support the nlerllber states in meeting their obligations under the
Kyoto Protocol, the EU-ETS began by allocatirlg a set of fret
emissions allow.andes based on National Action I'lars (NAPS)
submitted b}, the member states. Ostensibly erring on the side of
caution, those NAPS substantially overestilTlated the allo\l,,anccs
required by their tespcctive natioilalenergy and industrialsectors.
As a result, between 2005 and 2007, the market collapsed, with
the })rice per allocation falling from 30 Euros pcr tonne to almost
zero (European Eiwironment Agency 2008: 8). Despite dem.finding
tricter rules for the second trading period (2008--2012), the

Cormnission received widely variant NAPS by the member states
2008. It responded in 2009 with some substantialchanges to

the system. It beg.an requiring that: some of the allocations be
auctioned rather than .allocated, I)cginning 2012, (40% of all
allowances in 2013, with the goalof completely phasing otjt free
allocation by 2027), adding a reinvestment requirement of at
least 50% of the proceeds into climate protection measures, such
]s renewables, energy efficiency, and carbon capture .and storage
technologies (European Commission 2008), and revising the ETS
Directive to establish a single Union-wide registry of affected
ompanies (European Commission 2013m). Despite the fixes,

however legaluncertainties contintled to challenge the Commis-
sion's authority and its legitimacy to unilaterally allocate allow.-
anccs. For example, the C.JEU ruled in 2009 land rejected a
subsequent appeals that the Commission exceeded its compo
fences when it unilaterally reduced the amount of alla-,dances for
Estonia and I'oland, arguing that p.lst cnlissions data did not

l-i.lily tile recluested amount (Court of Justice of the European

ithstanding its success in reforming the EU-ETS market,
1-- 1.1.)icct remains a work in progress. The first phase j200S.

was well understood as a trial phase designed to develop
:scary infrastructure for successful trading (Ellerman and

1. ...1. -w 2008), and thus the market coll.lpse mal ' tle understood as
;gary medicine. The second phase (2008--2012) introduced
mportant, yet incomplete corrections. The third phase
020), currently underway, appears to be a substanti.lily
azure market, at least in terms of volume and trading. In

'ill;, the EU set its Union-wide emissions' cap (plus the three
.\-ETTA states, iceland, I,iechtenstein, and Norway) at just

rwo billion allowances. The EU plans to further reduce emis
I)y annually reducing the general allowances allocated I)y

.+'% (t)used on the average of allowances issued I)etwecn 2008
.1 2012), or 38,264,246 pcr annlun, thus reducing overall EU

.ll(,; output by as n]uch .]s 21% from the 2005 hgure by the end
the third phase 120201. As of October 2013, it was limiting

;Ions froniliiorc than 11,000 po\q,'er stations and manufac
ing plants in 31 countries, as well .]s .aviation within and

lil'tWCCH most of them, altogether covering approximately 45% of
lit' F.U's greenhouse gas ernissiotls IEuropean Comiiiission 2013n).

iply stated, the EU-ETS constitutes the world's most ambitious
ssions trading scheme, and a basis from whicla others can

It 'a r' ll.
Still, the realimpact of the EU-ETS in recltlcing EU GHG produc

is subject to det)ate. While it is clear that the EU has lcd the
ay in the fight ag.3inst climate change, one cannot definitively

.laim that the EU's emission trading scheme played a substantial
)lc in reducing its GHG output. Other factors, st.ich as declining

cites of economic growth and milder temperatures, reduce dem.lnd
for energy and heat, both major sources of emissions. Indccd,

.ket swings cdrl severely depress prices, and this appears to be
rhe case with the EU-ETS. Indeed, allthree phases of trading exper
icnced sharp declines in price; or in other words, it became cheapo
[o pollute in each period, reducing the market's carbon-reducing
:ffectivcncss (scc Figure 6.8)

Because annual allocations arc dcterl-nincd in aclvancc anti
planned across an entire phase of trading, the gap between supply

ld demanclgrew rapidly as the economy underperformed. The

o 12 )
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Figure 6.8 rCF fi£rzfres rl-/770/zth /orH c?z dJ EUA i'n €/f o/I/ze CO; arbor market. Recognizing its shortcomings, the Commission
)fight a public det)ate on structural reforms through a form.ll
akeholder consultation that ran from Decemt)cr 2012 through

lo Fc[)ruar} 20]3 IEuropean Commission 20130). ]n Jaguar)
i014, the Commission put forward a proposal for establishing a
market-stability reserve with the start of phase four in 2021

.tt'opean Commission 2014g). Together with its initiative to
ltpone the auctioning of some 900 million ph-ase-3 allowances

til 2019-2020 (European Commission 2011, 2012e, 2014h)
ic can see how the EU w.IS still trying to address this funds

tlcntalflaw more than ttyear into its carbon m:trket's third phase
f tr.ming

Despite its ups and downs, the evolution of the EU-ETS illus.
hires lust hol.\- central lit)oral-market mechanisms are to the
:hicvement of the other key })illars of the EU's strategy to achieve
mprehensive energy security. Given the enormous effort already

lvcsted in creating its carbon market, the EU willneed to imply
lent serious structural reforms to accotHt for the market's iinbal-
nces if it is to achieve its ambitious goalby 2030 of reducing GHG
missions by 40% frolllthe 1990 levels.

30 f:3S

Research and development of new technologies to
mitigate climate change
Since energy was politicized in the industrial .lge, particularly as
csult of the economic and politicalim})act of its key inventions - the
.oa]-(driven steam engine and the electric generator -- government

stment into new technologies and the infrastructures to support
-hcm have played a central rote in driving technologicalchange. In
he last half-century, government-driven energy research and devel-
'pment (ERD) opened new me;tns to producing energy (solar

nd, and tida]l, extends(] the geographic reach of old means
.ffshore and deep- sea drilling), and led to ways in which fossil
'sources such as natural gas can be extracted from abundant

;h.ale deposits.
Europe lids been a tlialor driver of ERD for wellover a century

[t was the UK and Germany that moved the transport sector from
Ito oilin the early twentieth century, a shift that transformed

the world economy. After the 1973 oilcrises, France lcclthe way in
iplementing commercialnuclear technology (more than 70% of

its electricity now comes from nuclear po'vc'er) and today hosts the

EUA in EUR/Tonne

Sorfrce: Based on BI

resulting surplus of allowances (more than 2 billion by the end of
2013; double the surplus in early 2012; and precisely the amolmt
the Commissiota w-aTlted to cut back in 2013) undermined the EU's
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nly multinationalproject to develop a functioning nuclear fusion
generator (ITER). The US notwithstanding, Germany was among
the furst countries to open the market to bring small-scale, alterni!
live producers, introducing feed-in tariffs in 2000 that required
tilities to buy renewable-generated electricity (RES); and the

Commission followed suit in September 2001, by adopting
directive on the promotion of electricity from renewables IEP/
Couilci12001).

Europe's success in driving technological change through ERD
has been remarkable. However. it has also been inconsistent, ebbing
and flowing over the past decades. While there was an clionnous
spike in such invcstmcnts following the oil crises of the 1970s
jalmost doubling in value I)etween 1974 and 1980 when measuring
n 1974 currency valuesl, there was all even greater clccline I)etween
1985 and 1992, aitd the relative level af Europe's overall EIR.[)

vcstmcnts have remained t)dow their 1975 levels ever since
(Schubert 2010: 120). In the 1980s and 1990s, when energy supplies
appeared abundant and Europe's economy was expanding, research
into fossil fuels, nuclear energy, and even efficiency all declined
harply. Since 2003, priorities have shifted, lind while investments
nto nuclear technologies have declined by as much as 22'%, savings
from other areas h.ave led to a re-prioritization of research into
hydrogen and fuel-cell tcchllologies and renew.lbles, including
biofucls.

What allthis reveals is that research and development is a core
policy area in the energy domain. Recent initiatives to foster the
research and development of low-carbon technologies are
reflected in the European Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET-
Plan). The Communication issued by the Commission in 2007
European Comillission 2007a) idcntihcd six priority tcchnol

ogies: wind, solar, electricity grids, [)ioenergy, carbon capture .)nd
storage, and commercially viable and gust.ain.able nuclear fusion
The EU is backing })rojects such as the sfnizrt cf t;es /n;f;zzt;t'e,
targeting increased energy efficiency in Europe's cities (European
Commission 2015c), and investing in the development of new
large-scale turbines required to exploit offshore wind resources,

wellas ne-.v materials that h.lve the potential to substantially
enhance the reliability of wind-energy technologies. This latter
point is important because the bottleneck for grid integration of
wind power is precisely its lack of consistency, directly resulting

rom periods of low wind, a fundamental problem for energy
supply security IEurol)ean Commission 201Sdl. The SET-Plan
.lso calls for the development of advance(t network technologies

make existing networks more flexible and also secure the
.stablishmenr of a pan-European electricity grid that integrates
lle Union's diverse national networks (European (:ommission
iOiOb)

EU Research into rcilcwable technologies is advancing rapidly
In the solar energy sectorlthe focus lies on the rTlass dcploynlent
if advanced concentrating solar power (CSP) plants, a capital-
ltensive technology that involves the use of mirrors to concen
ltc the heat of cola r eilcrgy to generate electricity through steam

irbines. A single CSP plant could generate enough power for
almost 70,000 homes. As the name suggests, they require intense
.direct solar r.ldiation and, thus, will function only in Sun Belt
-egions, such as the Nliddle East, North Africa, southern Europe,

id Turkey. The focal })oink of bioencrgy research is on the
version of biomass (forests, waste streams, ''.I.-ood, ;\nd agri

:ultural industry by-products) into fuels, heat, or electricity.
(:urgently, research activities fact.is on developing advanced

aversion processes and bio-refineries, willa the goalto increase
rhe share of bioenergy in the EU energy mix to 14% by 2020.
European scientists ex})cct to realize GHG emission savings of up
to 60'Z, for biofucls and bioliquids (European Commission
2015c). Concern over emissions reductions is driving the bevel
}pment and deployment of carl)on capture and stop.lge (CCS)

systems, technologies that prevent carl)on dioxide from being
released into the atmosphere and, hence, are expected to play a
,ical role in the EU's (as wellas global) efforts to reduce climate
:h.inge.

It is widely agreed that the l-nast important technologicalshort-
}ming in the clergy field, and perhaps the most important for
alenergy security, is the lack of capability to store large quanti

ties of electricity. Energy storage is, thus, a very important issue on
rhe Commission's agenda, .lnd not only in the renew.lbles sector
IEuropean Comlalission 20131, Vouldis and Val16s 2009>. Nlajor
})rogress is being made in this area. Theorize(} about for years, two
;dentists at the University of Nlanchester recently succeeded in
:xtracting graphene from graphite (Novoselov et al. 2004).
IGraphcnc is a thin, transparent, single layer of carbon atoms,
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stronger than stcelanclhighly conductive.) Their success has since
aitiated a wave of research that stands to revolutionize energy
forage. The EU is I).liking the devetopnient of graphene through

.a €1 billion flagship project at Chalmers University of Technology
n Gothenburg, Sweden, via its Horizon 2020 Future and Emerging

Technologies (FET) programme, with the expressed hope that it
could be used for high-power energy storage (Graphcne Flagship

Finally, researchers continue to foctls on how the use of nuclear
ncrgy can help realize a low-carbon economy. Nuclear-related

research remains generally controversial in Europe, and bec.ame
more so following the btikushima nuc]ear accident in March 201]
The member states continue to be divided over what role. if .anv. it
shot-tld play in the EU's future energy mix. For example, while
severalmenlber states plan to continue using nuclear power for the
foreseeable future, the German government decided to sllut down
aloof its nuclear reactors lly 2022 almost imnlcdiately following
Fukushima. The Commission continues to bc particularly inter-
ested in aspects related to nuclear safety of existing reactors (see
Chapter 1, Section 'The nuclear portfolio'land the development of
nuclear fusion power a technology, which many perceive as a
long-term energy solution that could help meet EU climate goals
because it call produce large-scale electricity without causing CO
missions (European CoiTlmission 2013c). In addition to
upporting research into nuclear fission and radiation protection

research and training IEuropean Commission 2012f), the EU w as
nn early supporter of the Joint European Torus (JKT) project to
nvestigate the potential of fusion power. Under the Seventh
Euratom Framework Programme for Nuclear Research and
ruining Activities IFi'7 Euratoml, it farm.Irked t\lmost €2 billion
for fusion research, over half of which was dedicatec] to constructing
JET's successor, [he International Thermonuclear Experimental
Re.actor (ITER), with circa €900 million reserved for activities that
included the construction of a follow-up demonstration fusion
plant (DEMO) and plasma research. As a kev member of the Euro-
pean Fusion Development Agreement (EFDA), which coordinates
:he European scientific and technologicalcontributions to ITER.
the Commission continues to support efforts to I)ring nuclear
fusion online as a commercialencrgy source by the middle of the
twenty-furst century

015)

Concluding remarks

'\iilce the publication of severalTPCClreports on climate change,
:lobalwarming caused t)y human activity seems to have emerged

)ne of the biggest tire.ats to our society. Lca(ling scientists draw
dark picture of the effects of man-made global warming on

I)iodiversity, extreme weather rising sea levels, droughts, and
I)overty in the world. The EU has responded to these threats by

itroducing ambitious targets and strategies to reduce its green
house gas cniissions. Yet while initiatives to increase the share of

ie'.Table energy sources .and develop technologies and measures
mprove efficiency .]re 'svidely appreciated, the environmental

lnpact of these measures on global x3,arming has to be evaluated
utiou slv
Glover and Economides (2010: 50) posit their criticism that 'it is

:he erroneous b////d faith -- very different from reaso/zed faith -- in

rhc vial)ility of renewable energy as a future energy solution that is
trrently driving massive public investment in alternative energy

I)rojects'. They enlphasizc that, instead of focusing solely on renew-
al)les, people also have to be aware of supply security problems

:laced to these oftcil costly and immature technologies. Dieter
llelm describes the Commission's renewables clircctive as having
paradoxical side effects' and questions the envirorlmenta! impact
)f electricity production from renewables, noting, 'As more renew

:tbles are forced onto the system, the carbon price in the EU-ETS is
likely to fall' and this in turn 'increases the competitiveness of coal
nd gas, which consequently increase their share of electricity

;eneration, so that the resulting emissions reductions are lower and
it the limit completely offset ' j2012: 9al. Given the slow entry of
renewables and, more recently, the increased usc of cheap American

11 for electricity generation in the EU, Helm's analysis
;cams prescient.

Taking some of these concerns into account, the Commission
)ted in a recent Green I'aper that the 'framework for 2030 must

[)e sufficient]v ambitious to ensure that the EU is on track to meet
longer-ternlclinlate objectives. But it must also reflect .I number of
important changes that have taken place since the originalfranlc
work was agreed in 2008/9'. Among other issues, the Commission
explicitly referred to the 'security of supply in the intcrnalenergy
market ' and the 'the consequences of the on-going economic crisis:
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as ch.allenges that have to be considered when talking .about how
to mitigate climate change (European Commission 2013f: 21. For
almost two decades the Commission has strived to i'ein in green-
house gas emissions, ;In effort characterized by bold targets and
the belief that greater efficiency and more renewables cotlld be
achieved through liberalization and the realization of an internal
Derby market. The concomitant compatibility of competition,

security of supply, and sustainal)ility -- the three pillars of cot-npre-
hensive energy security -- wet'e practic.lily dogma. It now appears
that the Commission is beginning to c.autiously question that
narrative.

Chapter 7

ExternaIEnergy Politics

I)e establishment of the ECS(: and Euraton] in 1957 marked the
lirst modern example of ;] coll;It)orative 'external' energy policy in

time I)y any state, let alone six historically warring parties. Yet
lcspite growing to include 28 countries in little ovet' hfllf a century

ud subsequently integrating energy matters between them, devel-
ping and sticking to a conlnlon position on energy relations \vith

tes outside the EU remains one of the most divisive Issues in
.trope.an f)olitics. As two observers of European politics noted,
ncrgy is both 'an issue of integration and disintegr;ltion ' and one

I hat may 'turn out [o be tile ultimate litmus test of [the EU's] pont
lally ecclnomic unity ' ide .Jong and \ an (tcr Linde 2008
This chapter ex.]mincs Europe's cxtcrnalenergy policy in .] global
ltext and explains how it is using diplomacy and specifically rule

xport to ensure security of st,applies from abroad with marked, but
nixed success. Most work on the EU's externalenergy policy places
mph.Isis on EU--Russian energy relations, the Energy Community,
he role of the EU in internationalorganizations, the building of .a
;outhern energy corridor or the increasing role of supranational
nstitutions jsee e.g. Beyli 2012 Konstatyan 2012, Youngs 2011).
Our approach differs slightly, in that welook at the EU and its energy
leeds and relations as a subset of the globalcompetition for energy
sot.irces. Although the EU is not a consolidated unitary actor in the
.ea of extol'naleTlergy relations, its externalcnergy goals should 'bc

pursued in a spirit of solidarity among Member States' (Art. 194
TFEU), and therefore, it is helpfulto understand when, wllere, and
how this solidarity either does or does not function. and how the EU
pproaches trying to mitigate the latter. In so doing, we close the

loop between the three dimensions of energy t)olicy identified in
C[lapter [ and show hol.v essential, lind yet distracting, the external
dimension is to achieving comprehensive energy security.

The time frames recluired for member states to reach a consensus
aT)d implement common externalpolicies rarely keep pace with the
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